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AbsOacI-In this paper we propose a new approach for multi- complex conflicts between objectives that the control system
objective contml nslng a cascade of filters that PmgmsivelY Lp- must resolve.
moves candidate command5 which do not satisfy lask constraints.
The approach is motivated by other contml methods that prevent
11. RELATEDWORK
destructive wntrol interactions through null space projections.
A.
Multi-Objective
Control
We apply this appmach to a practical IeaderKollower task in
which a mobile robot must address the conflicting objectives of
The leader/follower task for a team of robots is a wellmoving to a goal position while avoiding obstacles and keeping known problem in the domain of multi-robot formation cona region of the workspace within the field of view of a fixed
camera mounted on the platform. We experimentslly verify our trol [SI. To successfully complete the task, the robots must
approach using the Segway Robotic Mobility Platform (RMP), a avoid obstacles while coordinating their motion to maintain communication. Yang [I71 presents a null space comdynamically stable, differential drive mobile robot.
position approach for addressing multiple objectives in a
leaderlfollower search task. In our task, we do not consider
I. INTRODUCTION
multi-robot cooperation, however, the multi-objective nature
As both the physical capabilities of autonomous robots and of the problem remains. Other related work includes the
the complexity of the tasks we demand of them increase, AURA architecture, developed by Arkin er al. [I] which
it becomes imperative for system programmers to have a computes control actions as weighted, linear combinations
clear and intuitive framework to implement multiple concur- of non-linear motor schemata, and the lexicographic method
rent behaviors. In general, the robot must he able to make for multi-objective decision making which relies on function
decisions that satisfy multiple, possibly conflicting objectives optimization [IZ].
while utilizing multiple resources with a guaranteed level of
The null space composition approach to multi-objective conperformance.
trol applies the concept of null spaces to compose controllers
In this paper we propose a new approach for choosing defined by arlificial potential fields [9], [13], [16]; subordinate
control commands using a cascade of filters that progres- control actions are projected onto the equipotential manifold of
sively remove candidate commands which do not satisfy task superordinate controllers. This null space projection relationobjectives or constraints. The inspiration for this approach ship is denoted by the “subject-to” (a) operator. For example,
has come from analogous work on multi-objective control for two controllers @e and q5p. qipd& means that 40can only
in the Laboratory for Perceptual Robotics at the University make progress toward its goal in the equipotential manifold of
of Massachusetts Amherst [9], [I51 in which subordinate &. This guarantees that lower priority control actions do not
controllers can only act without disturbing the progress of destructively interfere with the superior controller.
higher priority controllers. Our approach also draws inspiration
B. Real-Erne Obstacle Avoidance
from the domain of multi-objective decision making [12].
We apply this approach to a highly constrained instance of
Early approaches for goal seeking while performing cola leader/follower task in which a mobile robot must move lision avoidance are based on potential methods in which
to a goal position while avoiding obstacles and keeping a local repulsive forces are summed with attractive forces from
region around the goal within the field of view of a camera the goal [IO], [!I]. The vector field histogram approach [31
mounted on the platform. This behavior is a prerequisite to builds a polar obstacle density histogram which the robot uses
the task of person tracking and following in the presence of to avoid obstacles. These approaches are susceptible to local
dynamic obstacles, which is critical to many service robotics minima despite being computationally eflicient. Navigation
applications like astronaut assistance in planetary explorations functions such as NFI [Ill and harmonic potential fields
[2J and ieader/follower multi-robot search tasks [HI, [171. [61 overcome this problem by computing globally optimal
This is challenging because the task constraints may create solutions.
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The curvature velocity method [I41 and the dynamic window approach [7] use linear weighted objective functions to
rank motion commands according to the qualities of their
corresponding trajectories. Though these approaches take the
dynamic and kinematic constraints of the robot into account
when making control decisions. they too suffer from local
minima.
The dynamic window approach [7] provides a robust framework for high-speed obstacle avoidance and goal-seeking
behavior in unknown dynamic environments. The dynamic
window contains the velocities of a robot that are achievable in
one servo tick given its kinematic configuration and dynamic
constraints. This limits the search space of trajectories to those
that are physically realizable. The approach chooses the next
motion command by searching over the set of translational and
rotational velocity tuples ( q w ) in the dynamic window. The
search space is further reduced to admissible velocities; those
that produce collision-free trajectories. Figure 1 illustrates
the achievable and the admissible tuples in the space of
translational and rotational velocities.
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Fig. 1. The search space for the dynamic window approach.
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A dynamic simulation is performed for each velocity command within the current dynamic window, under the assumption that the robot achieves the velocity and holds it constant
for the remainder of the trajectory. Certain properties such
as proximity to obstacles or progress toward the goal are
evaluated for the resulting trajectory. A quality value for each
trajectory is computed using a weighted linear combination
of the properties determined by the dynamic simulation. The
trajectory with the highest quality is used to generate motor
commands. However, the robot may still get caught in local
m inima.
The global dynamic window approach [4] overcomes the
limitation by incorporating a global planner - the navigation
function NFI [ 1I] - over the discretized workspace, measuring
the L1-norm of the robot to the goal. Descending the gradient
of this potential field brings the robot to the goal without
hitting obstacles.
The global dynamic window approach guarantees safety by
eliminating non-admissible velocities from the search space.

We can further shape robot behavior by eliminating regions of
the search space that do not satisfy additional objectives. We
formalize this notion in the following section.
111. CASCADED FILTER
APPROACH
A. Filters

We define a filter to be a function $ that takes a nonempty
set of candidates I and returns a set of candidates 0 E I
that satisfy the criteria of the filter. In the simplest case, a
threshold filter $ selects a candidate c from I if and only if
some property of c is above (or below) a threshold.

a

$(r,T,p,e) =

{.IC

E

1.me+,

(1)

where p(c) is property p of candidate c, 13is a comparison
operator and 7 is a threshold.
Another type of filter is the best %fort filter $* which we
define as

a

v ( r , T , p , e ) = +(I,T,P,e)u
{clc E I.Vc’ E I p(c) ep(c’)}.

(2)

If no candidate c exists after applying a threshold filter, then
the best effort filter selects the element(s) that are closest to
the threshold.
An analogy can be made between filters as defined above
and controllers as used in null space control compositions.
The set returned by a filter is analogous to the null space of a
controller, as both define a space in which subordinate filters
or controllers can work without disturbing superior filters
or controllers. This allows us to use terminology developed
for null space control compositions to define cascades of
filters. Specifically we can use the “subject-to” (U) operator
introduced above in the context of filter compositions.
For filters $, and $0, $0 U $, means that the input to
$0 is the output of $a. Thus $0 cannot return any control
decision not returned by $, so $0 cannot violate constraints
introduced by $.,
However, there are important differences between cascaded
filters and cascaded controllers that clearly distinguish them.
Controllers generate a policy through configuration space, but
filters do not generate policies, they remove some subset of
the control decisions that constitute their input. In general,
it is only possible to use a composition of controllers to
generate policies when a continuous artificial potential for
task objectives can be computed. If a potential field is not
available for a task or the gradient of the potential field
cannot be computed in real time, and the properties of control
decisions must be determined through some other means such
as dynamic simulation, cascaded filters provide an alternative
that maintain some of the desirable properties of compositions
of controllers.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
The task for our robot is to travel to a goal location while
avoiding obstacles, and keeping the goal within the field of
view of the fixed on board camera. The scenario that we use
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for experimentation is a blocked corridor. The robot starts at
one end of a narrow corridor with the goal region to be tracked
at the other. As the platform approaches the goal region, an
obstacle appears between the robot and the goal, effectively
sealing the corridor.
In order for the robot to successfully complete its task
without allowing the goal region to leave the field of view
of the camera, it must back away and maneuver around
the outside of the corridor so that it keeps the goal region
within the field of view of the camera. We have identified the
following behaviors as necessary for the completion of this
task forward motion, backward motion and stopping. Distinct
states are required because the different behaviors require
different prioritizations of objectives. Each of these states is
defined by a particular filter cascade which corresponds to the
prioritization of the possibly conflicting objectives.
The inputs to the filter cascades will be the set of all
rotational and translational velocities the platform is capable
of attaining. For all cascades, the highest priority filter will
select a discrete set of trajectories parameterized by ( q w ) .
Part of this set will contain achievable velocities determined
via the dynamic window [7].The other part of this set is
composed of non-achievable velocities that are opposite the
current direction of motion. These trajectories are marked as
non-achievable and are never used to directly generate motor
commands. We will refer to this filter as the expanded dynamic
window. By examining the set returned by a filter cascade for
non-achievable trajectories we can determine when it is useful
to change the state of the robor
A. Properties of Trajectories
We define a set of properties of trajectories that we use to
define our filters for the tracking task. All of these properties,
except achievable and translational velocity are determined
via a dynamic simulation of the trajectory.

B. Filters for Tracking
Specific objectives can be realized by properly parameterizing filters with the propenies defined above. The values of
the threshold T always have'the same units as the property
specified in the filter.
a ) Expanded Dynamic Window: The filter Pmw returns
a subset of the achievable trajectories from the set of all
possible trajectories plus some non-achievable trajectories that
are opposite the current direction of travel.
b) Safety: This filter removes trajectories that would be
unsafe. By setting c to be the distance required to bring the
robot to a full halt under maximum braking, we can guarantee
that all of the trajectories in the output are safe with respect
to obstacle avoidance.

c ) Viewpoint: This best effort filter removes trajectories
in which the target quickly passes out of the field of view
of the camera. For example, setting T = 3 seconds will, if
possible, select trajectories that keep the target in the field of
view for at least 3 seconds. If this is not possible, it will select
the trajectory that will keep the target in the field of view for
the longest period of time.

d) Gradient Alignment: This filter eliminates trajectories

in which the front of the robot is not well aligned with
the local NFl gradient. It can be seen as the combination
of a threshold filter and a best effort filter that effects only
achievable trajectories. This filter will always have at least one
achievable trajectory in its output if there is at least one in its
input. If the front of the robot is well aligned with the~gradient
the filter's output will contain non-achievable trajectories that
can be used to determine the state of the robor

l ( . ) : Length is the distance until a collision with an obstacle.

e ) Potential Dmp: This filter selects the trajectories with

B(.): Orientation time is the time that will pass until the the biggest potential drop along their paths.

subject is no longer in the field of view of the camera.

y(,): Gradient error is the difference in the orientation of
the front of the robot and the direction of the NFI gradient
after following the trajectory for some predetermined length
of time.

~ P D=

V(I,m,42)

fl Goal: The purpose of this filter is to select trajectories
that bring the robot to the goal position with a velocity less
than some threshold velocity.

6(.):Potential drop is the maximum drop in NFI potential
between the current position of the robot and any point along
the trajectory.

n(.):Goal is a Boolean function that indicates if a trajectory
ever enters the goal region.
a ( . ) :Achievable trajectory is a Boolean function that indicates whether or not a trajectory is achievable based upon the
dynamic window.
U(.):

Translational velocity of the tuple

the trajectory.

(U;w )

that generates

C. System Description

We designed a finite state machine with five states to address
our task. Figure 2 shows the finite state machine and the events
that trigger state transitions. Motion commands are generated
from a trajectory in C , which is the set of candidates returned
by the filter cascade of the current state. The trajectory used
for motion control is obtained by applying a simple, statedependent objective function to the candidates in C .
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3(c E C)a(c) = false

State 1 corresponds to forward motion. The associated filter
cascade is

The element c E C with the greatest u(c) is chosen to
generate motor commands, with ties broken arbitrarily. This
filter cascade generates motions that are safe with respect
to obstacle avoidance, exhibit goal seeking behavior, and
maintain the viewpoint constraint. The last filter in the cascade
ensures progress toward the goal.
State 2 corresponds to stopping in order to change from
forward motion to backward motion and state 5 corresponds to
stopping in order to change from backward motion to forward
motion. The associated filter cascade is

V(c E C ) a ( c )= false
Fig. 2.
State Transition Diagram. Each transition is lateled with the
conditions that uigger the oansitian.C is the set rerumed by the filter cascaded
in the originating state. v ( e ) is the current velocity of the robot. d is the
distance mveled since entering the originating state 3.

Pv a Ps a PDw.
The element c E C with the least absolute u(c) is chosen
to generate motor commands, with ties broken arbitrarily.
This particular filter cascade is chosen since we are only
concerned with not violating our tracking constraint while
safely stopping.
States 3 and 4 correspond to backward motion. The reasons
for differentiating these states are described below. The filter
cascade is

The element c E C with the greatest negative u(c) is chosen
to generate motor commands, with ties broken arbitrarily. This
filter cascade is identical to the filter cascade in state 1except
for the lowest priority filter QGA. When moving backward,
we are not trying to make progress toward the goal, rather,
we want to better position the robot to make forward progress
in the future. This can be accomplished by aligning the robot
with the NFI gradient, so Ppg is replaced with 'PGA.
The transition from state 1occurs when all of the candidate
trajectories returned by the filter cascade are non-achievable,
indicating that forward motion is no longer desirable. The
transitions from states 2 and 5 occur when the robot has come
to a halt. The transition from state 3 to state 5 corresponds to
situations where there are no backward trajectories returned
by the filter cascade. State 4 transitions to state 5 when there
is any forward velocity returned by the filter cascade. The
transition from state 3 to state 4 occurs when the distance
traveled in state 3, d, exceeds someThreshold d. This helps
limit the distance the robot travels backward. This is desirable
because the robot has no backward-facing sensors and we do
not want to move too far from onr target.

V. EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
A. Robotic Plarform

In our experiments, we use the Segway Robotic Mobility
Platform (RMP), shown in Figure 3. It is a dynamically stable,
differential drive mobile platform, capable of speeds of 12
km/h. A 2.4 GHz Mobile Pentium 4 laptop with 1 GB of
RAM running Linux is mounted on the RMP. We interfaced

Fig. 3. The Segway RMP equipped with a laser range finder and a conera.
The PVC piper an a safety system thaf pmtects the on board equipment fmm
damage in case of system failure.

with the RMP hardware through a Kvaser PCMCIA CAN
interface. The RMP also has an 802.llb wireless hub for off
board communication.
We attached a SICK laser range finder and a Sony color
camera to the top of the platform. For these experiments we
treat the camera as if it were fixed. The laser range finder has a
180' field of view in the horizontal plane. The camera, affixed
to a mast near the center of the platform, has a field of view
of approximately 70'. and is used to track a target. We impose
a viewpoint constraint that limits the position of the goal in
the camera image to be less than zt 34.4'' (600 milliradians)
from the center of the image. In this work, it is assumed that
all obstacles are tall enough to be detected by the laser, but
short enough not to occlude the view of the camera. We use
the PlayerIStage [8] mobile robot control architecture to drive
the RMP.
Figures 4(a)-4(f) show images of the experiment and snapshots of the configuration space maps generated for the RMP
while executing the task. In these configuration space maps,
black areas are obstacles and white areas denote free space.
The NFI potential function, computed for a limited portion of
the configuration space, as in [4], is shown as a gray region.
The global minimum of this function is at the goal.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the start and goal positions
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Fig. 4. (a) This picture shows a still shot from the video feed from the camera mounted on the RMP at the beginning of the experiment. The peMn standing
in the middle of the held of view is slightly behind the goal region. The most direct path to this region is thmugh the canidor. (b) Configuration space of the
RMP : dark areas an the obstacles. and white area is the free space. The NFI potential function is superimposed in this space and its global minimum is at
the goal. (c) This video capture shows the robot as it stms to back out the conidor. (d) The far end of the corridor is bloeked, forring the RMP to stop. To
maintain the viewpoint constraint, the RMP must now choose a trajectory that taker it out of the corridor while keeping the goal location within the held of
view. (e.0 The RMP successfully reaches the goal after maneuvering around h e blocked corridor.

assigned to the RMP for the task. We can see that a clear path
exists through the corridor that satisfies all constraints imposed
by the filter cascade. As the RMp anemPts 10 Pass through the
corridor a dynamic obstacle blocks its Path (Figures 4(C) and
4W). At this Point in the experiment the objective of moving
quickly toward the goal conflicts with the objective of keeping
the goal location in the field of view of the camera. Since none
of the forward trajectories can take it safely to the goal without
violating the viewpoint constraint, the RMP comes to a stop by
transitioning to state 2. After that. it immediately transitions to
state 3 where the filter cascade imposes backward motion to
By moving backward, the viewpoint
take it out of the
constraint continues to be satisfied. After backing far enough
away, the RMP reaches a position where it is again possible
to move forward toward the goal. Figure 4(f) shows that the
RMP successfully reaches the goal after maneuvering around
the corridor. Figure 5 is the plot of orientation error versus time
and shows that the viewpoint constraint was met throughout

the
This
demonstrates
cascaded filter
method can successfully control a robot in real time in the
presence of conflicting constraints.
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Fig. 5. Plot of orientation etmr versus time. Orientation ermr remains within
the imposed mnsvaint thmughout the N&

VI. CONCLUSION
We present the filter cascade method for multi-objective
control and apply it to a viewpoint-constrained, goal-seebng
task. Multiple objectives can be addressed by creating prioritized cascades of filters; lower priority objectives are forced
higher priority obchoose only those actions that
jectives. The approach provides a simple and intuitive design
process for multi-objective control problems by translating
task spcifications inlo filters. we have experimentally verified
the approach using the Segway RMP mobile. robot.
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